Transformations in Density Estimation
M. P. WAND, J. S. MARRON, and D. RUPPERT*

For the density estimation problem the global window width kernel density estimator does not perform well when the underlying
density has features that require different amounts of smoothing at different locations. In this article we propose to transform
the data with the intention that a global window width is more appropriate for the density of the transformed data. The density
estimate of the original data is the "back-transform" by change of variables of the global window width estimate of the transformed data's density. We explore choosing the transformation from suitable parametric families. Data-based selection rules for

the choice of transformations and the window width are discussed. Application to real and simulated data demonstrates the
usefulness of our proposals.

KEY WORDS: Box-Cox transformations; Kernel estimators; Nonparametric density estimation; Shifted power transformations;
Window width selection.

1. INTRODUCTION

with families of transformations indexed by a finite number
of parameters. Within this family, the transformation min-

Nonparametric density estimation provides a means of

imizing an estimate of MISE is selected. In this article, we

exploring the probability structure of a population corre-

focus on right-skewed data and the shifted power transfor-

sponding to a given data set, especially when parametric

mation family, but our methods have wider applicability-

models are inappropriate. Silverman (1986) provided a de-

other families of transformations would be appropriate for

tailed account of the use of density estimates as a data-

other types of data and MISE could be replaced by another

analytic tool and, in addition, covered many of the theo-

criterion for selection of the transformation. A referee has

retical issues involved.

pointed out that our ideas are a close analog of the "pre-

Let XI, . . ., X, be an independent univariate sample havwhitening" concept frequently employed in time series
ing unknown density fx. One of the most intuitive and best
analysis.

understood procedures for estimating fx is the kernel esti-

We illustrate the potential of this methodology by an ex-

mator given by

ample. Figures la and lb show estimates based on a data

n

set that consists of approximately 7,000 incomes of British

fx(x) = n- K,(x - Xi), (1.1)

citizens for the year 1975. The data have been normalized

i=l1

by the sample mean. The source of these data is the ESCR

where Kh(u) = h-1K(u/h). The kernel funciton K will be
taken to be a symmetric pdf throughout. The parameter h

Data Archive at the University of Essex, Family Expenditure Survey, Annual Tapes, 1968-1983, Department of

is often referred to as the window width or bandwidth, and

Employment, Statistics Division, Her Majesty's Stationery

it plays the important role of determining the amount of

Office, London.

smoothing applied. We will label the estimator at (1.1) a

The three estimates in Figure la are global window width

global window width kernel estimator, since h is constant

kernel estimates. The "effective window width" or amount

over the domain of x values.

of local averaging being done by each estimator is repre-

Although (1.1) works well for densities that are not far

sented by the curves at bottom. The window width for the

from Gaussian in shape, it can perform quite poorly when

solid curve is reasonable in an average sense over the entire

the shape is far from Gaussian. Our proposed solution to

data space. In the right tail, however, this curve has spu-

this problem is to transform the data so that the density of

rious bumps. These can be smoothed away by a bigger win-

the new data can be accurately estimated by (1. 1). We mea-

dow width, as shown by the dashed curve, but unfortu-

sure accuracy by the mean integrated squared error (MISE),

nately the strong bimodal feature of these data is also

which for a density f and an estimate f is defined as E(f{f(x) smoothed away. Another unpleasant feature of the solid curve
- f(X)}2 dx). By a change of variables, the estimate of the
is that its window width is too wide to resolve the first peak

density of the transformed data can be "back-transformed"

of this distribution properly. This goal can be attained by

to an estimate of the density of the original data. We work

a smaller window width, as for the dotted curve, but only
at the price of introducing many small spurious modes elsewhere. Clearly, an estimator should be used that allows dif-
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of smoothing at each location. These are back-transforms
of typical kernel functions (vertically rescaled for enhanced

o

co ............................. h 0.033

- ~ ~ ~~~~2= 0.093
6 '-~~~~~- - -- - h3 = 0.208

visibility) used at the corresponding locations in the trans-

form space. Note that these curves are very similar to what
one would expect from using a kernel estimator with varying bandwidth. We explore this connection in Section 7.
To demonstrate that our automatic method is performing
very effectively, the three window widths in Figure la were

0I

chosen to be essentially the same as those automatically
chosen in Figure lb. For this reason, the ripples in the right

tail of the untransformed estimator are less pronounced than
in other global window width analyses of these data; see
figure lb of Park and Marron (1990), for example. In fact,

these ripples are half of the unpleasant trade-off one is forced
to make when using a global window width estimator for
these data. The power of our transform approach is that it

c ci

allows effective smoothing everywhere.

0

0

Section 2 provides some general theory for transformed

(a)

cni

density estimation. This includes an analysis of the asymptotic mean integrated squared error (AMISE) properties of

co .: ~ Inom

transformed and back-transformed density estimates. Section 3 illustrates the main ideas behind this theory through
specific examples.

A rich class of transformations is necessary to handle the
0

12

3

4

Income
(b)

various features we have seen in real data. Section 4 con-

siders the two-parameter family of shifted power transformations. A reparameterization of this family allows an in-

tuitive interpretation of the effect that a transformation has
on the density estimate.

Section 5 proposes a data-based rule based on an estimate

of MISE that aims to choose the best transformation paAMISEv t~~~~~~~ransformeetmt.()Cmaio ftegoa idowit
estimat (untrnsformd; wit h = .93) an th mntroafom-lEv

rameters. The selection of window width for the transform

density estimate is also discussed, and a simple plug-in rule
is proposed. Section 6 discusses effective application of our
methodology to two real data sets, and Section 7 contains

further remarks, comparison with other methods of achieving our goal, and open problems.
aple0 otedt nFgr a bev htti siao

pefrsa ela teoesote erino h ih
Figrensf.maDenst estimates. for efethve Incmel Data,n Year 1975.r(a)

2. GENERAL THEORY

As in the previous section we shall take X1, ..., X, to
be a sample having density fx with' support S(fx). Let {gA

Thrertgclbcale wnow widthasfr estimateswt Gaussdispanyernls Eac inofe

: A E A} be some family of monotonic increasing trans-

esmat
(untranformmee
withu.03and
theinimumraMh
E
the,
kernTel
ils digspae aton the
botom (oansdffermento
vnertiall scale)da

formations that map S(fx) into the real line. We will dis-

that t indcm-alu e wherfeit equals theneffecativekreloninmm

cuss important examples of transformation families in Sec-

AMlSe~ tansfGormfsimae (b98) Comparsetonso the goald wind5ow width

reovstevr0hr pea aticm 3 an4hevr

tions 3 and 4. Let X denote a generic random variable

corresponding to the untransformed data and put Y = gA(X).

gridtoinda Ate the sef ofme, the transformao s.tratormid
shap icrasenea icom com15

The generic transformed variable Y is given by

teranformsatio westimats. the effecsotived kerels(gion on atiferenht
verical saledo the tndrasformhe verstimat arte dslaedft sincomen par
the curvelis dslydat the bottomo Figuiffrenlb showca th ae) amut
.25,la1, 3.the splusrigns aiplongi the tornfrmedhto tanl eqally where
sopaedel gk()

Y = (OV0/01P = gAX),

= (o-x/1o-)g( * ) and ax2 and o-J are the var

ances of X and Y, respectively. This definition ensures that

vreoyves and Gyerfy(95 sand secktionsom 2.9 and 5.3. ofeSil
verarinc(1986)nfor mnore dicsio1 fthsaprah

Thesoi curves intebotmo Figure lb shows suhanestiatorn

the ultimate transformation is scale preserving, which will
become important further on. The terms X-space and Yspace will be used to denote the appropriate sample spaces.
The Y-space density is given by

fy(y; A) fX{gjA (y)}(gjAj)'(Y).
We are interested in investigating the gains that can be
made by employing the following strategy. First transform
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the X-space data via the function gA to obtain Y1, ...,

[= K 1 (2.4)

the Y-space sample. Construct the kernel density estimate
in the Y-space as

and the asymptotically best choice of A minimizes

n

fy(y; h, A) = n -Ky - Yi).

inf AMISEy(h; A) = (5/4)(KIK2)2/5Jy(A)n-4/5 (2.5)

i=l

h>O

where

The proposed density estimate of fx is the back-transform
n

JMA)= [f(Y; A)2 dy] (2.6)

fx(x; h, A) = n g(x)Kh{gA(x) - gk(Xi)}. (2.1)
i=l

A common measure of loss when assessing the global
performance of a density estimator is its MISE. For the

estimator at (2.1) this means that we are interested in

MISEx(h, A) = E f{fx(x; h, A) - fX(x)}2 dx.

115

We let A * denote the minimizer of Jy an
the AMISEy-optimal value of A.

The functional ff ;(y; A)2 dy may be tho
sure of how difficult the Y-space density is to estimate using
a global window width kernel estimator of the type defined

by (1. 1). Thus minimizing Jy(A) may be viewed as an attempt to choose the A that yields the "easiest to estimate"

Assume that fx has two continuous derivatives, and let K1
Y-space density over the family of transformed densities in= f z2K(z) dz and K2 = f K2. Then standard asymptotic
dexed by A. Terrell and Scott (1985) showed that, for all
arguments, similar to those in section 3.3.1 of Silverman

densitiesf having compact suport on [-1 /2, 1/2], the den-

(1986), lead to MISEx(h, A) = AMISEx(h, A) + o(h4 +

sity that minimizes f f"(X)2 dx is the centered beta(3, 3)

n1h1), where

density, which is symmetric. It can be shown that the normal density is very close to attaining this bound. Therefore,

on the richness of our class of transformations,
AMISEx(h, A) = h4(K2/4) f gA{gA j(y)}f n(y; A)2depending
dy
we might expect the AMISEy-optimal density to be reasonably close to normality.
+ n1h1K2Eg,(X).
The connection between MISEx(h, A) and MISEy(h, A)

For a given A, the minimizing window width is

can be seen by the relationships

hA,X F ~ K2Eg'(X) I 1/5
MISEx(h, A) = E {fy ( y) - fy ( y)}2gA{g,1(y)} dy

2K J gY{g, (y)}f (y; A)2 dy

and

MISEy(h, A) = E f {fx(x) -fI(X)}2(gj -1)'{gk(X)} dx.

which implies that the minimum AMISEx(, A) for a fixed
value of A is

Therefore, MISEy(h, A) can be intepreted as a weighted Xspace MISE, and vice versa. Thus the value of A minimiz-

inf AMISEx(h, A) = (5/4)(KIK2)2 5JX(A)n-4/5, (2.2)

h>O

ing either MISER or MISEy will produce an estimate of fx

where the function Jx is given by
I-

I_

-

Jx(A)

1/5

=

that is good in some sense. Although MISEx has strong
intuitive appeal, it is much trickier to implement in prac-

{Eg,(X)}4
J
gA{gA
tice. On the other hand, MISEY allows immediate appli-

The expressions at (2.2) and (2.3) provide us with a means

cation of the large groups of estimates already available. In

the theoretical and simulated examples we have examined
of measuring the effect of the transformation gk in terms
ofpractical difference was found between the estimators
little
minimizing the error incurred byfx( ; h, A). We define the
attempting to minimize MISEx and MISEy, so we have based
AMISEx-optimal value of A to be that A that minimizes infh>o
our data analysis on MISEy for computational reasons disAMISEx(h, A). This quantity, which we denote by Ax*, can cussed at the beginning of Section 6.
be located by minimizing Jx(A) (Ax* is defined arbitrarily
when the minimum does not exist or is not unique). We
3. EXAMPLES OF AMISE OPTIMALITY
present examples of this theory in the next section.
An alternative means of assessing the effect of the trans3.1 Lognormal Densities

formation is through the MISE of fy(; h, A). The MISE
A simple instructive example of the preceding theory arises
in this case is not invariant to the scale transfornation Y ~-*
from the problem of estimating a lognormal density. The
cY (c # 0), which is the reason for ensuring that scale is
preserved when mapping from X to Y. Such an adjustment

family of densities we consider here have the form

is not necessary for AMISEx-optimality as discussed previously, since Jx is invariant to scale changes in gA. For

fx(x; a-) = (2 2)112x' exp{-- (1n x/I)2}, x > 0,

AMISEroptimality a development similar to that leading
to (2.2) and (2.3) shows that, for each A, the asymptotically

which is the density of an exponentiated N(O, C2) random

best window width is

variable. Note that C-> 0 plays the role of a shape param-
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eter in the lognormal family. For small values of o-, less

values of density estimates based on untransformed data and

than about .3 [see Antle (1985, p. 134)], the density is al-

optimally transformed data. For example, in the case of

most indistinguishable from the normal density and ap-

AMISEx-optimality we can define the efficiency of the

proaches normality as o- tends to 0.

For this example we consider the power family of trans-

identity transformation g, compared with the optimal transformation as

formations given by

- L infh,O AMISEx(h, Ax*)]

gA(X) = xA sign(A), A # 0,
= lnx, A = O, (3.1)

which is valid for positive-valued data. We could redefine

gA(x) to be the Box-Cox transformation (xA - 1)/A when

A #0 . This makes gk(x) continuous in A at A = 0. This
location and scale change has no effect, however, on the
back-transformed estimator and makes certain expressions

unnecessarily complicated. The random variable Y = g(X)
is also lognormal when A > 0, but with shape parameter
Au instead of o-. [When A < 0, then the density of Y is the

reflection about 0 of the lognormal density with shape pa-

rameter IAIo. The transformations gA and g-A lead to the
same back-transformed estimate, so the effect of the trans-

formation (3. 1) on shape is to multiply the shape parameter
by IA .]

The function Jx for this example can be shown to be
exp(9&2/20) 2

Jx(A; a) = e 2 /20 [40 2(0J2 + 2)A(A + 1)

infh,O AMISEx(h, 1)

A plot of effy(o) reveals that this function decreases from
1 to 0 as o- increases from 0 to oo. In addition, effx(.5) .75 and effx(l) = .3. For large n efficiency has the interpretation that, if n observations are required to achieve a

certain MISE with no transformation, then only effx(o)n
observations are required to achieve that MISE using the
optimal power transformation. In Section 6, we compare

the ordinary kernel and our transformation/kernel estimators on Monte Carlo samples of 200 standard lognormal

(o- = 1) observations. The transformation/kernel estimator
uses a data-based transformation parameter, and both estimators use data-based window widths. It is found that the

transformation/kernel estimator is about six to seven times
more accurate-using MISE-than the ordinary kernel
estimator.

3.2 Generalized Gamma Densities
A second class of densities that provides interesting ex-

amples is the generalized gamma family (Stacy 1962) with

+ (r4 + 40.2 + 12]1/5 exp{2A(3A - 1)o2/5},

density

which, for any particular value of o-, can be minimized to
locate Ax*. A plot of the function Jx(A; 1) is roughly qua-

dratic with a minimum at Ax = Ax*(1) .10. Conse-

fx(x; a, B3Y xalexp(-xa), x >0,
F(f3)

quently, the optimally transformed variable with respect
where atoand /3 are both positive shape parameters. For this

AMISEX has a lognormal density with shape parameter approximately .10, which is very close to a normal density.

example it is convenient to work with the family of trans-

formations given by g&(x) = xP" ( > 0), since the density

Further analysis reveals that this phenomenon of the AMISExof Y = g,(X) is the generalized gamma as defined previoptimal transformations driving toward approximate norously with parameters a4 and /3. Hence the effect of the
mality in the Y-space holds for all other reasonable values
transformation g, is to multiply the first shape parameter by

of o- as well.

For AMISEy-optimality we need to minimize the function Jy(A; o-) over A. This has the formula

[exp(A2 O 2){exp(A2o2 - 1} 1/2

Jr(A; o-) = [ exp(o-2){exp(o-2) - 1} _
exp(2A 2 /4) (9A4C-4 + 20A2o-2 + 12)1/5.

(. Closed-form expressions for Jx(e; a, /3) and Jy((; a, /3)
are presented in Appendix A.

Table 1 lists the AMISEX and AMISEy-optimal values of
5 for different values of a when /3 is fixed at 2. The

a{* and ae* values are the shape parameters of the transformed densities. For AMISEy-optimality the "ideal" density has shape parameter a - 2.86, and the AMISEx-optimal transform space densities are close to this. The closeness
of the transform space densities to being symmetric can be

It can be shown analytically that Jy(A; o) attains its mini-seen by noting that, for , = 2, the value of a for whichfx
has zero skewness coefficient, where the skewness coeffimum at A = 0 for all o- > 0. Thus the AMISEy-optimal
transformation is the logarithmic function that yields precisely the normal density in the transform space. We plotted the X-space density and the two "ideal" Y-space densities in the case o- = 1. The latter are the Y-space densities

with minimum AMISEx and AMISEy values. The X-space
density is very highly skewed. When scaled to have unit
variance and centered, the Y-space densities are almost in-

distinguishable, with one very close to normality and the
other exactly normal.

Comparisons can be made between the minimum AMISE

Table 1. Optimal Power Transformations for Generalized Gamma

Density (13 = 2)

a

x*

a

~X

a

4

1 2.67 2.86 2.67 2.86
2 1.28 1.43 2.56 2.86
3 .86 .95 2.57 2.86
5 .52 .57 2.61 2.86
10 .27 .29 2.65 2.86
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one=
of these
parameters
can be somewhat
cient of X is defined to be yx
E(X
- gL1)3/{3,
iscompensated
about by

3.27. It is well known that gamma random variables can

a change in the other. Roughly speaking, A1 and A2 are far

be nearly normalized by the Wilson-Hilferty cube-root

from orthogonal. Nonetheless, both parameters seem es-

transformation (Atkinson and Cox 1988). For the general-

sential in real applications; see Section 6.
We found a reparameterization of (A1, A2) that has intu-

ized gamma distribution, this transformation is 4 = 3/a.

4. SHIFTED POWER TRANSFORMATIONS
In this article we are primarily concerned with density

estimation for positive, skewed data. The example in the
introduction suggests that a global window width does not

itive appeal and results in new parameters, (dl, d3), which
are more nearly orthogonal. Let qI < q2 < q3 be three points
in the range of X. These might be the three quartiles, as

the notation suggests, but they need not be. Let

di= g1, 2(qi), i = 1, 2, 3.

treat both the right and left tails satisfactorily when the data
are quite asymmetric. The lognormal and generalized gamma
examples in Section 3 also suggest that the transformation
that is MISE-optimal will be nearly a symmetrizing transformation. These facts motivate an examination of trans-

formations and their effects upon skewness/symmetry. This
matter was discussed by Carroll and Ruppert (1988, sec.
4.2), and here we summarize the most salient facts.

Power transformations are effective for changing the degree of skewness in positive data. Van Zwet (1964) defined

a partial ordering of relative right-skewness on the set of
distributions on R: If Y has the same distribution as c(X),

where c is a convex transformation, then Y is said to be at

least as right-skewed as X. In this case, we write X -< Y

Since we eventually rescale Y to Y, we can assume that d2

= 1. If A2 > 1, then gx1,x2 is convex and d3 > 1 > dl. If
A2 < 1, then d, > 1 > d3. In the following we consider
(without loss of generality) the case in which A2 < 1.

Since the effective window width at qi is h/gA1,A2(qi) =

hidi, we see that di is the ratio of the effective window widt
at q2 to the effective window width at ql, and d3 has an
analogous interpretation for q3. Thus one can choose h to

control the degree of smoothing at the center of X-space

(near q2) and then choose d1 and d3 to control the smoothing

in the right and left tails, respectively. Not all pairs (dl, d3)
are possible. Let D be the set of available pairs. More pre-

cisely, define D to be the range of the map (A1, A2) ~-* (di,
d3), where -min(X) < A1 < oo and -o0 < A2 < 1. The set

This partial ordering respects the skewness coefficient, yx,
D depends on (ql, q2, q3), but this will not be made explici
which is defined in the previous section. That is, X -< Y
in the notation.

implies that zyx c yy. The power transformation defined in
(3.1) is convex if A > 1 and concave if A < 1. Thus

lx -? g,(X) if A > 1, Yx 2: gA(X) if A < 1.
Measures of skewness are scale-invariant and so YgA(x) =
YgA(X) -

It is common in practice for data to be nonnegative and

right-skewed, and power transformations with A < 1 are
often used to symmetrize such data.

To use the (dj, d3) parameterization, it is necessary that

we have a simple description of D and a means for finding

A1(dj, d3) and A2(d1, d3), that is, for inverting (A1, A2) * 4
(dl, d3). In addition, to systematically search for the AMISEr
optimal transformation, we need a good method of generating a grid on D. To achieve these ends, note that

di2 (qi=+ A1l2d= d/d
I i = 1, 3. (4.1)
q2 + Al

As A moves away from 1, gk becomes more stringent in
Since we can use a preliminary lin
several senses. First, AgA(X) is a decreasing function of A. If
we assume throughout the remainder of this section that
gAk) is symmetric, then gA(X) is left-skewed if A < Ao and
right-skewed if A > A0. These results follow from the fact
q2 = 1 and min(X) = 0. (4.2)

that

gAo {gA(x)} X= Xo

is convex for A > Ao and concave for A < AO.
The effects of a power transformation on x near 0 can be
drastic, especialy for A c 0. Therefore, we will consider
the two-parameter shifted power transformation family

g'kjk2(X) = (x + A)k2 sign (A2), A2 # 0
- ln(x + A1), A2 = 0,

where A1 > -min(X). For fixed A2, gA1,A2 becomes more
stringent as A1 decreases. For example, if A2 < 1 and if

[It is necessary that min(X) > -oo to use shifted power

transformations.] Moreover, we assume that d3 < 1 < dl,
which is natural when X is right-skewed. The case d3 > 1

> d, is similar so we omit it.
Under these conditions, it is seen in Appendix B that the

Equations (4.1) have solutions AI and A2 exactly when

-(q3- I Ind3 In q3 (4.3)
1- i ld1 lnq1

Also described in Appendix B are details of the numerical
solution to these equations that we used in our analysis.

g I2 is the inverse of gA ,A2, then gA1IJ2 0 gA1,A2 is convex if For q1 = .25, q2 = 1, and q3 = 3 as in Figure 1, the set
A1 > A' and concave if A1 < A', as can be seen by exof pairs (dl, d3) that satisfy (4.3) is the region between the
dashed
and solid curves in Figure 2.
amination of the second derivative. Thus, if gkls,2(X) is
Figure 2, the ordinary power transformation is the upsymmetric, then gA 1,2(X) iS right-skewed if A > A1 andIn
leftper boundary where, for each d1, d3 is as large as possible.
skewed if A, <A1.
The dotted line is thie shifted log transformation, which meets
Because gA1,A2 becomes more stringent as A2 decreases from
the upper boundary at (A1, A2) = (0, 0). Clearly, the two1 and as A1 decreases toward -min(X), a small change in
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tively. To generate a grid of points on D, we let
Power Family

00

6 ...... Shifted Log FamlXy

o =L + lo10 and rj lo

+ X Space Design

i, + = 1, . - ., 10. (4.5)

o Trigonometric Design
The grid {(0, rj) i, j = 1, ... 10}, when transformed to

+D W o Trig. Des., ?2 < 5

(dl, d3), is the set of circles and squares in Figure 2. The
squares are points where we encountered numerical difficulty with the incomes data; see Section 6. This grid covers

the (dl, d3) space rather evenly, which is important since

0

(N '$~j? 00 0

6; \O3 + 0 00 0 0
\ -b0 000 0 0 0 0
\10

0

3

$0

0+

5

0+0

7

0

o

9

(dl, d3) is the reparameterization whose effect on the density estimate is most relevant.

0

11

5. SELECTION RULES
5.1 Introduction
Our method of assessing the performance of a given value

Figure 2. The region D of Possible (d1, d3) Pairs for Shifted Power
Transformations When (q1, q2, q3) = (.25, 1, 3). The upper boundary
is the unshifted power family. The plus signs form a grid obtained by

transformation of a rectangular grid of (A1, A2) values. The circles and

of A is based on constructing an estimate of (2.5). This is
done by plugging in an estimate of the only unknown quan-

tity, Jy(A). A reasonable estimate of this is

squares form a grid obtained by transformation of a rectangular grid

Jy(A; a) {f f4(y; A, a)2

on D, the polar space.

parameter family is considerably more flexible, that is, al-

lows a much wider range of (dl, d3)'s than either one-parameter subfamily.

Our method of choosing among the family of transfor-

where f "(y; A, a) is a pilot kernel estimator based on the
window width a. Related estimators are discussed in Hall
and Marron (1987). Their theorem 3.3(a) provides a theoretical representation for the optimal choice of a. A simple

method of choosing a is to replace the unknown fy in this
mations is to minimize an estimate of MISEy (described in
Sec. 5) over a grid of possibilities. One way to choose such
a grid might be to work with pairs (A1, A2). Such a grid for
A1 = 0, .. ., 9 (10 points) and A2 =-3.5, . . ., 1 (10 points)
is seen to be very inappropriate in Figure 2, where plus

representation by N(O, (2). We took (2 as the sample variance, but something robust could be used also.
When this idea is implemented in the case of a standard
normal kernel function, the resulting estimator is

signs show the location of the corresponding pairs (dl, d3).
This is a very ineffective design, because the plus signs are
concentrated in a narrow section of the left side, except for

a few on the upper boundary. Wide regions, representing
transformations that are very important for our purposes,
have no plus signs at all.

Another possibility would be to use a rectangular grid of

pairs (dl, d3) and delete those that are not allowable. Experimentation with this proved unsatisfactory because the
important power family at the upper boundary was not sufficiently well represented.

To overcome this we used a "trigonometric design," based

on (4.3) as follows. Since In d3 < 0 and In d1 > 0 by the

restriction d3 < 1 < dl, we see that (In dl, In d3) lies on a
cone, which can be expressed in polar coordinates. Let

In d, = r cos 0 and In d3 = r sin 6
or

0 = tan-1 d3 and r = (in d1)2 + (in d3)2.
In di

Then D is the set r > 0 and

Jy(A, a) = tn2 l K(3a(Y -j) (5.1)
i$j

where K(4)(x) = (d4/cb4)K (x) and a = &{84/r/(5n2)}l/13.
For constructing curve estimates in the examples of the

next section, we used a window width, hp,, which is constructed by plugging Jy(A; a) into (2.4). We also let

AMISE?(A) be the right side of (2.5), with Jy(A; a) replacing Jy(A).
The estimate Jy(A; a) may usually be expected to be too
small (since the normal distribution used as the pilot has
"fewer features" than most other distributions). This means

hp, is usually too large and our estimate AMISEf(A) of
AMISEy(A) will be too small. The former effect can clearly
be serious, but we suspect that the latter is not, because
this type of bias is present in roughly the same amounts in

the quantities we are comparing. See Park and Marron (1990)
for an approach to this problem in which the pilot normal
distribution has less influence. This quick and dirty esti-

mate Jy(A; a) gave acceptable performance in the examples
we have tried so far, although some improvements may be
realized by other methods.
5.2 An Algorithm

tan1J-(q { 1) < 1(ltn-lq13) (4?4
Putting together: the ideas discussed in the previous secLet 0L and Ou be the left and right sides of (4.4), respec-.

tions, we arrive at the following algorithm.
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1. Fix {gA: A E A}, a parametric family of transfor-

mations mapping S(fx) to the real line. Let AD be a finite
"grid" in A. Fix a kernel K and define Kh(x) = h-1K(h-1x).

Log Normal f(x)

Define K1 = f z2K(z) dz and K2 = f K2(z) dz.

o.

2. Let ax be the standard deviation of X1, ..., X, and

.

Untransformed

let a = &x{84\/T/(5n2)}11/3.

Est.

- -- -- -- -Transformed Est.

3. For each A in A: (a) let Yi = gj(Xj); (b) let Yi =(ax
Ok)Yi, where 6y is the standard deviation of the Yi's; and
(c) let Jy(A; a) be given by (5.1).

4. Let A minimize Jy(A; a) over AD.

C014

5. Evaluate the window width hp,(A), where
co

hprk K2 l/
[K,Jy(k; a)n1
6. Estimate fx by fx(x; hp,(X), A), where fx(x; h, A) is
given by (2.1).

o . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....
?O

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

6. EXAMPLES
For all of our examples we took K to be an N(0, 1) den-

sity and we used the shifted power transformation family

Figure 3. Estimates of a Lognormal Density. n = 200 observations

of antilogarithms of standard normal variates. The Gaussian kernel is
used. The untransformed estimate uses the window width minimizing

with the grid given by (4.5). We used a binned implemen-

AMISE,?. The transform estimate uses the window width and unshifted

tation of the type discussed in Scott and Terrell (1987) and

power transform that jointly minimize an estimate of AMISEX.

Hardle and Scott (1989), because otherwise a grid search

of the type discussed in Section 4 would be computationally

in the 50 samples is .445. Clearly, the increased efficiency

intractable. This method requires working with an equally

through transformation suggested by the asymptotics of

Section 3 is achievable with the data-driven algorithm of
spaced grid of points in the Y-space, which makes Jy much
Section 5.2. A scatterplot of ISEUN and ISETR (not included
more convenient to estimate than Jx This is because the
here) shows that, except for one outlying sample where both
Jacobian in the integral of Jx does not allow really effective
exploitation of the equally spaced binned structure.

of these ISE's are maximized, there is little or no statistical
association between them.

6.1 Lognormal Simulation

Figure 3 is a plot of the two estimates and the actual

We generated 50 samples of n = 200 independent stan-

density for a "typical" sample-the sample with a median

dard lognormal (o- = 1) observations. On each sample, the

(25th smallest) value of ISETR. The ordinary kernel esti-

ordinary kernel estimate (1 1) was evaluated using hp1(A)

mate is unable to estimate the height of the peak and is

with A = (0, 1), that is, the identity transformation. To

somewhat undersmoothed in the tail, but the transforma-

tion/kernel
estimate is satisfactory throughout the range
implement the transformation estimator, ql, q2, and q3
were
set equal to the sample first quartile, median, and third
quartile, respectively, and the algorithm given in Section

5.2 was used. To compare the estimators, for each sample

of X.

6.2 Income Data

we numerically integrated to evaluate ISEUN and ISE1R, theThese data were discussed in the introduction. Recall that
Figure la shows the problems associated with a global winintegrated squared errors of the ordinary (untransformed)
dow width.
and transformation kernel estimators, respectively. Monte
To explore the effects of shifted power transformations,
Carlo averages of ISE will of course estimate MISE, and
with only 50 replications one will want interval estimates.
we selected q1 = .25 at the steep ascent to the first mode,
It turned out that the transform method was clearly superior
q2 = 1 near the second mode, and q3 = 3 in the far right
in terms of MISE, so we decided to measure, in addition,
tail. For each pair (dl, d3) represented by a circle in Figure

a somewhat different criterion, RATIO = ISFm/ISEuN. 2,
The
we constructfy using hp, of Section 5 depending on (dl,
results from the 50 samples are given in Table 2.
We see in Table 2 that the 95% confidence interval for
E(RATIO) is (.141, .20 1) and the largest value of RATIO

d3). The square points in Figure 2 represent locations where
A2 <-5 and round-off error was severe. The pattern in the

AMISEt values on the grid of circles showed that

Table 2. Lognormal Simulation: 50 Samples of 200 Observations Each

Sample 95%/o confidence interval Sample Sample Sample
mean for expectation median min max

ISETR x 103 7.44 (6.06, 8.83) 6.93 .85 25.2

ISEUN X 103 44.3 (42.1, 46.4) 44.6 29.7 64.1
RATIO

.171

(.141,

.201)

.146

.018
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AMISEY was increasing toward these unstable points, so

tails are now flatter, the peaks are more sharply resolved,

we decided not to use them.

and Figure 4b more clearly illustrates the changing nature

of the bimodality. See Schmitz and Marron (1989) for disFor year 1975, AMISEY was minimized at (dl, d3) = (2.78,

.45), corresponding to (A1, A2) = (0, .26). This produced

cussion of the economic importance of the changing mo-

the solid curve in Figure lb, where hp, = .09. In Figure

dality of this population.

la, the window width for the solid curve was the untrans-

6.3 Suicide Data

formed hp1. To make the point again that our estimated d,
and d3 effectively quantify how the window widths should

The ordinary kernel estimates in Figure 2.9 of Silverman

be rescaled at q1 and q3, the window widths for the dotted

(1986) show that these data are highly right-skewed. Thus,

and dashed curves were taken as hpl/d, and hp,/d3, respec- as with the income data, the performance of the estimator
tively. A device for studying systematic changes in the shape

can be improved by smoothing more in the right tail, and

of the income distribution over time is to construct a 3-d

less in the bulk of the data on the left.

plot in which successive density estimates are placed be-

In the implementation of the shifted power family of

hind one another. This is done for the years 1968-1983

transformations, we used min(X) = -25 and (ql, q2, q3) =

(from the source discussed in Sec. 1). In Figure 4a no trans-

(25, 100, 400). Using a trigonometric grid search, as de-

scribed in Section 4, AMISEy was minimized by (dl, d3)
formation is used and the window for each year is hp,. The
roughness in the right tails is distracting. The behavior of

= (2.77, .13), which corresponds to (A1, A2) = (108.99,

the modes, however, is clear; over time the second mode

-1.29), and hp, = 86.2. The solid curve in Figure 4 shows

decreases as the first increases. Bimodality is strongest in

this curve.

middle years, such as 1975, displayed in Figure 1.

This estimator could be compared with a fixed window

Figure 4b shows the transformed estimates. Each year is

width kernel estimator, as in Silverman's figure 2.9, but

transformed by (A1, A2) minimizing its AMISEY. The right

more appropriate comparison is with the variable kernel estimate and with the adaptive kernel estimate in Silverman's
figures 2.11 and 5.3, respectively. Note that both of these

contain features not present in our automatically chosen estimator, which can be interpreted as casting doubt on whether
these features are really part of the underlying distribution

or are simply sample artifacts (recall that there are only 86
observations here). But of course these are features at least
o LO

of this data set, so to see how well the transformation idea
could resolve them, we tried the same transformation, but

some smaller window widths. The dashed curve shows the
00

estimator with a window width of nearly one-third the size
(h = 29.0) of the solid curve.

A strong feature of Silverman's variable kernel estimator
is a second small mode near 80, and although the feature
is not so strong in our dashed curve, it is clearly present.

1 Income 2 3

It is natural to wonder if the variable kernel estimator tends

to make modes appear to be taller than they really should

(a)

be, as it is related to the nearest neighbor estimators, which
Silverman showed to have this property. Note also that both

of the transformed estimators do a much better job of re-

solving the first mode than either the fixed window width
estimator or the adaptive estimator.

Silverman's adaptive kernel shows a "shoulder" from 200
to about 300, and our dashed curve also shows some part

0n Lo

o

of this, although not so strongly, which is because our

"family of local window widths" are parametric and hence
have some rigidity, with, in particular, a steady change from
small to large, as evidenced by the plus signs at the top of

Figure 5. On the other hand, the adaptive estimator allows
much more rapid change from small to large local window
widths, which makes it possible for features such as this
Income

(b)

Figure 4. Income Data, Years 1968 to 1983. (a) Global window width

shoulder to be more pronounced.

As noted previously, all of these selectors spread some
mass to the left of 0, although both transformed estimators
do this less than any of the alternatives. Still there is enough

such mass that some people will be concerned. One apestimates minimizing AMlSEs. (b) Shifted power transform estimates
proach to this problem is to adjust the transformation so
minimizing AMISEY.
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similar to the generalized nearest neighbor kernel estimate

0
o

l

-w-U?4

o;

H

-rlw

++

+

+

+

of Silverman (1986, sec. 5.2). By (2.1) and the mean value

+.

theorem, the transform estimator can be written as

0

0

n

0-

fx(x; h, A) = n g,k(x) Kh{g'( qi)(x - Xi)}, (7.1)
i=l

(0

where qi is between x and Xi. Equation (7.1) show

0

the transformed estimate with window width h is similar to

a conventional kernel with window width {h/g'(x)}. Pre-

o-00 oq q20 40 60 0

C'4

cisely this relationship was used to choose the width of the

C; - ~ ~ ~ Dy

c0
0

Gaussian kernels at the bottom of Figure la. Even if gA is
proportional tofa, however, the transform estimator is dis-

tinct from variable smoothing estimators already in the lit-

0

or
6

erature. Nevertheless, there is an intriguing similarity to them.
-200

0

200

400

600

800

Days

For example, observe that the shapes of the curves at the
bottom of Figure lb are quite close to Gaussian. It appears

straightforward to establish various types of asymptotic

Figure 5. Transform Estimates of the Suicide Data With Gaussian

equivalences.

The transformed approach has a large advantage over these
Kemel. (ql, q2, q3) = (25, 100, 400). (dl, d2) = (2.77, .13), corresponding to (Al, A2) = (108.99, -1.29). hp, = 86.2 is the solid curve, other methods from the computational viewpoint, because

and hp, = 29.0 is the dashed curve.

it is straightforward to implement the binning ideas of Hardle

that less (or in fact no) mass is moved in this way. This
was tried, but was not satisfactory in the present example,
resulting in unattractive undersmoothing for the values near
0. An extreme example of this is given in Silverman's figure 2.13, which shows the result of an unshifted log trans-

and Scott (1989). It is the power of this methodology that
brings the transform methodology within easy reach of a
PC (all computations for this article were done on PC AT

compatibles). A very nice feature of our transformed methodology is that, for construction of a single transformation,
the computation is essentially the same as doing a binned

formation (AI = 0, A2 = 0 in our setup). The spike there
implementation of an untransformed kernel estimator. Hence

is the result of extreme distortion of the estimate for the

smallest three data points. A referee has suggested a more

promising approach of using the "reflection" idea discussed
in section 2.10 of Silverman (1986), although we have not

this methodology is just as interactive as ordinary kernel

estimation. The grid search for an optimal transformation,
however, is much slower, involving many repetitions of this

process (the 16 years of income data altogether took 14
tried this yet. Another possibility is modification of the family
hours). Whereas this is clearly not interactive, it also does
of transformations, to ensure less mass is spread below 0,
not need to be.

although here again we have not yet tried this.

On the other hand, we do not see how to use these crucial
binning ideas effectively with the other methods. Analysis

7. FURTHER REMARKS
There are estimators already in the literature that use

variable amounts of smoothing. Silverman (1986) discussed nearest neighbor kernel estimators and adaptive kernel estimators. He argued against the former because of

oversmoothing in the tails and local irregularities, but he
praised the latter both for its theoretical properties and good
practical performance. A connection between such methods

and our transformation approach was suggested in Section
1. This was discussed in the context of a particular data set

in the preceding section and will now be explored more
deeply.

of larger data sets, such as the income data (even for only

1 of the 16 years!), seems totally intractable.
There is a theoretical advantage to using mean integrated

absolute error (MIAE) instead of MISE; MIAE is invariant

to transformation, so MIAEx = MIAEy. Estimation of MIAE
and estimation of the MIAE-optimal window width, however, are not as well understood as their MISE counterparts.

An interesting application of our methodology is the
transformation of symmetric data to change peakedness, tail

behavior, or the degree of multimodality. After centering
at 0, symmetry is preserved by an odd transformation. Kur-

Consider a general class of density estimators

tosis is increased (decreased) if this transformation is increasing and convex (concave) on [0, oo); see van Zwet

f4(x)

K

ns

If

s1

thenf

1
*

s~x2i}

(X)

and
is

Ei

s2X&)

s2(x)

the

(1964), Ruppert (1987), or Balanda and MacGillivray (1988).

K

S(X)S2(X)h

A convenient two-parameter family of kurtosis-reducing

=

transformationswhere
is the set of convex
combinations
of the
fx(x)a,
fx
is a
pilot

transformation
and the N(O, u2)of
distribution
funcadaptive identity
kernel
estimator
Breim

and Purcell (1977), Abramson (1982), and Silverman (1986,

tion. We have found that these transformations can sub-

sec. 5.3) [see also Hall and Marron (1988)]. Compelling

stantially increase the accuracy of kernel estimates of Cau-

asymptotic reasons for choosing aY = 1/2 are discussed in
those references. In addition, s1(x) = fx(x)a and s2 1 is

chy and other heavy-tailed densities (these results will be
discussed elsewhere).
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Another interesting area for further investigation is the

- 16aC(aofe - 1)(afo - 2){(2f3 + 1)aC - 3}

assessment and improvement of our method of parameter

? r(2f + 1 - 5a-1e-1) + 16(afe - 1)2

estimation. For example, are our parameter estimates \/-

X (af3e - 2)2r(2f3 - 5a-1e1)].

consistent? Note that the trigonometric design for searching

through pairs (dl, d3) can be made more efficient. More
accurate estimates of MISEy may also be employed.

Here Jy(e; a, /) is defined only for e > 5/(2af3).
APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF (4.3)

The extension to multivariate data seems challenging. A

possible approach would be rotation to near-orthogonality
followed by univariate transformations of the coordinates.

To solve the nonlinear simultaneous Equations (4.1) for AI and
A2, first define the intermediate variable

This would have connections with projection pursuit.

q3- 1

At present we advocate using a transformation only after
looking at a preliminary untransformed estimate that indicates that it may be desirable to use different amounts of
smoothing at different locations. It is then straightforward

1 + A1(A

Using (4.2), straightforward manipulation of (4.1) shows that;

is a root of qi(;) = 0, where

() + )-rd + r; -

to choose the transformation depending on how the smoothing should vary with location (e.g., as discussed previ-

-ln d,

ously). An interesting open problem is to find some way
to automate this process.

The reparameterization from (A1, A2) to (dl, d3) should

rd = n d3
and

q,- 1

rq = -.

be useful in other contexts, in particular, transformation to
remove asymmetry and heteroscedasticity in regression data.

The high correlation between A1 and A2 has made the shifted

June 1991

The function q/ enables us to describe D
Since q3 - 1 = q3- q2 > 0 and A1 > -min(X) = 0, > 0.

power transformation difficult to use, but d, and d3 should
Thus, to find ; and hence A1, we must find a positive root of 4f.
be far less correlated and use of (dl, d3) should be explored.Since q/(O) = 0 and
APPENDIX A: AMISE EXPRESSIONS FOR GENERALIZED
GAMMA EXAMPLE

W(O = rq- rd( + l)-rd-i,
qi has a positive root iff rq < rd, and if it exists the positive root
is unique. Equation (4.1) implies that

The following are the expressions for Jx(e; a, 3) and Jy(e; a,

1 d3 < d-1(q3- 1)/(I -ql) (A.2)

P3) in the generalized gamma example discussed in Section 3. When
combined with (2.2) and (2.5), respectively, minimum AMISE
expressions are obtained for this example.

and (A.2) determines the lower boundary of D as seen in Figure

2. The upper boundary is determined by the constraint A1 ? 0,
which is equivalent to

Me(; a, /3)5 a (362+ (ale - e + 1) 2(4+6)1(a6)e4

Jx(f;CYS ? r(p)6 2210 4 ae )
x a t4e4r 28 + 4 ae4 ++~ ~ ~ 4

;

<s-q3

-1.

(A.3)

Algebraic manipulation of (4.1), (4.2), and (A.2) yields (4.3).

Thus d, and d3 satisfying (A.2) are in D if qi satisfies qi(q
?0.
If (d1, d3) satisfies (A.3) and (A.4), then we can use Newton's
method to find ; in (0, q3 - 1] solving /i(;) = 0. To generate a

- 4a3e3{(2/3 + 1)ae - 3}r(2/3 + 3 - c e

starting value for Newton's method, first note that qi is minimi

+ 4a2e2 [{(2/ + 1)ae - 3}2

at C, satisfying

C = (rq/rd)- l /(rd+ l) 1 < q3-1.

+ 2(aPe - 1)(aPe - 2)]Fr213 + 2 - UtVIt
- 16a0(a/3e - 1)(aI3e - 2)

x {(2p + 1)ae - 3}r(2/ + 1 e4+)

is straightforward to find a quadratic function +(x) such that

+ (C) = q(C), 4) '(C) = qY(C) = 0, and 4)(q3 - 1) = qi(q3 - 1).
The root of this quadratic function between C and q3 - 1 is

() =C + /(q3 - 1 -C)2/(C)
qi(q3 - 1) - +(C)

+ 16(a/3e- 1)2(a/3e - 2)2r(2/ - 4 + e
[Received October 1989. Revised September 1990.]

Note that Jx(e; a, /) is defined only for e > 4/(2a/3 - 1).

S [r( + 2a-'-)r(/3) - r( + a-1l-1)2 15/2
Jy(e; a, ?5L r(p + 2a-)r(p) - r(I3 + a- 1)2
x r az 2 51 25/(aO[a 4f4,(2/3 + 4 - 5aC1)

- 4i3(3{(228 + 4 )ae - 3}F(2/3 + 3 - 5ae7')
+ 4at2f2[{(2/3 + 1)ac - 3}2
+ 2(a/3B - 1)(a/3B - 2)]F(2/3 + 2 - 5a1-1f-)
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me conclude by very brieflyof
describing
an applicawhere Fy, is the empiricalLet
distribution
Y1,
. . ., Y-.

corresponding density estimator of fx is obtained by a back-

tion area where transformation methods are particularly

transform similar to (2.1).

useful, namely, image processing. The gray level distri-

Some points may be noted for this variant of the trans-

bution of an image (Xij, (i, j) E S), where S = {1, ..., m}

form method. First, it seems easy to find suitable families

x {1, ..., n} is a set of grid points, is an important char-

of transformations. In fact, as soon as we have a conceiv-

acteristic, which, for instance, may be used for subsequent

able family (FA, A E A) of distributions for X we may put

segmentation. Usually, this distribution is described by a

histogram (fk, k = 1, ..., K) with bin width h, perhaps
gAk= FP1. It may, among other things, be possible to handle
the previously discussed endpoint problems by a suitable

preceded by a power transformation before binning, that is,

choice of the family (FA) of distributions. Further, if the

fk = # {(i, j): kh c XiA < (k + 1)h}/(mn) [cf. Rosenfeld

chosen transform family happens to include the transfor-

and Kak (1982)]. Similarly, color images may be sum-

mation corresponding to the true distribution of X, then (1)

marized by multivariate histograms. The systematic use of

and (2) imply some kind of Fisher consistency for the re-

transformation methods along the lines of the present ar-

sulting estimator. In general, if we start with a family of

ticle, perhaps with some criterion function other than MISE,

distributions that contains a reasonable approximation of the

seems highly promising.

true distribution, the subsequent kernel estimate may be ex-

pected to improve the fit. To choose A we might use the
maximum likelihood method, and then it would be natural
to proceed with the Kullback-Leibler criterion function for
the kernel estimation. Regarded in this way, the semiparametric nature of the transform method is emphasized.
In view of the success of the authors' transform method
for nonparametric density estimation, it is natural to ask
what form corresponding methods may take in the sister
field: nonparametric regression estimation. One possibility
would be the semiparametric spline models in Engle, Gran-

ger, Rice, and Weiss (1986).

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
Engle, R. F., Granger, C. W. J., Rice, J., and Weiss, A. (1986), "Semiparametric Estimates of the Relation Between Weather and Electricity
Sales," Journal of the American Statistical Association, 81, 310-320.
Freedman, D., and Diaconis, P. (1981), "On the Histogram as a Density
Estimator: L2 Theory," Zeitschrift far Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und
verwandte Gebiete, 57, 453-476.
Rosenfeld, A., and Kak, A. C. (1982), Digital Picture Processing, London: Academic Press.

Scott, D. W. (1979), "On Optimal and Databased Histograms," Biometrika, 66, 605-610.

Comment
A. C. ATKINSON*

The idea of transforming data before smoothing is ap-

likelihood Lmax (A1, A2), exhibit a characteristic shape.

pealing, and the authors show that it has much to recom-

Whether or not there is a local maximum of the log-like-

mend it. In my comments on their thought-provoking ar-

lihood, there is an unbounded global maximum as Al ->

ticle I shall be concerned solely with the material on the

min(x). Analytical results in Atkinson, Pericchi, and Smith

shifted power transformation in Section 4.
Inference about the single parameter for the unshifted

(in press) show further that, as Al -* - min(x), A2 ?- 0.
Regardless of the data, the log transformation is indicated.

power family (3.1) has been much explored. For example,

The solution proposed by Atkinson et al. is to use grouped

Box and Cox (1964) used maximum likelihood estimation.

likelihood, allowing for the inherent discreteness of re-

This method breaks down, however, for the shifted power

corded data. This removes the unbounded maximum of the

transformation as the problem is nonregular, the range of

likelihood and appears to give sensible inferences, at ap-

the data depending on the value of the parameter A1. In the

preciable computational cost. In particular, attention has to

be paid to numerical details, to avoid inaccurate differencnomenclature of the article, we require that AI > -min(X).
The effect of nonregularity on likelihood inference is ex-

ing of normal integrals. A related inferential procedure is

hibited in section 9.3 of Atkinson (1985). Plots of the pro-

the maximum product of spacings of Cheng and Amin

file residual sum of squares, equivalent to the profile log-

(1983), which Titterington (1985) showed to be a special

* A. C. Atkinson is Professor, Department of Statistics, London School

Journal of the American Statistical Association
June 1991, Vol. 86, No. 414, Theory and Methods
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Duan:

Comment

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

case of grouped likelihood with the boundaries of the
grouping intervals given by the observations.

Of course, the local maximum of the log-likelihood pro-
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Atkinson, A. C. (1985), Plots, Transformations and Regression, Oxford,
U.K.: Oxford University Press.

vides the required estimates, if such a maximum exists. Even

Atkinson, A. C., Pericchi, L. R., and Smith, R. L. (1991), "Grouped

in such cases, however, searching over a grid in A1 and A2

Likelihood for the Shifted Power Transformation," Journal of the Royal

Statistical Society, Ser. B, 53, 473-482.
P., and Cox, D. R. (1964), "An Analysis of Transforma-

or, equivalently, d, and d3, may not lead to identification
Box, G. E.
of the local maximum, as it may be rejected in favor of a
larger value in the neighborhood of the global maximum.
It may be that the authors' use of quantile information and
of objective functions such as (2.5) circumvents the difficulties of the likelihood approach. I would appreciate the

authors' comments. Particularly in view of the more gen-

tions" (with discussion), Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Ser.
B, 26, 211-252.

Cheng, R. C. H., and Amin, N. A. K. (1983), "Estimating Parameters

in Continuous Univariate Distributions With Shifted Origin," Journal

of the Royal Statistical Society, Ser. B, 45, 394-403.
Titterington, D. M. (1985), Comment on "Estimating Parameters in Continuous Univariate Distributions," by R. C. H. Cheng and N. A. K.
Amin, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, Ser. B, 47, 115-116.

eral suggestion of the last paragraph of the article, it is important to be clear about what is being recommended.

Comment
NAIHUA DUAN*

I congratulate Wand, Marron, and Ruppert for an ex-

transformation taken. As an example, Duan (1986) exam-

cellent article that marries two major data analysis tools-

ined the retransformed mean for medical expenditures and

transformation-retransformation and density estimation. The

found very minor changes (about 1%) when the transfor-

transform-retransform scheme has proved to be a useful

mation is changed from the logarithmic transformation to

tool for prediction problems; see, for example, Duan (1983)

the tenth root. It would be useful for Wand et al. to give

and Taylor (1986). The essence of the scheme is to trans-

some indication of the sensitivity of the retransformed den-

form the data to a scale on which it is appropriate to apply

sity estimates to minor perturbations in the transformation.

standard statistical tools (such as linear regression), then

Wand et al. discussed avoiding spurious modes as one

reinterpret the results in terms of the original scale. Wand

of the motivations for using the retransformed density es-

et al.'s extension of this scheme to density estimation has

timate rather than the global window kernel estimate. The

potential for wide applications.

examples given do demonstrate the success of the retrans-

A general question about the transform-retransform

formed density estimate for getting rid of apparently spu-

scheme is whether we want to retransform. The underlying

rious modes in the right tail for positively skewed data. It

question is whether the original scale is intrinsically rele-

should be noted, however, that we might at the same time

vant. For certain applications, the original scale on which

introduce spurious modes in the left tail, as can be seen in

the data were recorded might be arbitrary; therefore, we

Figures lb and 4b. By nature of the convexity of the power

might as well examine the estimated densities on the trans-

transformation, the window sizes are made small in the left

formed scale. The AMISEy criterion might be more rele-

tail, leading to undersmoothing and possibly spurious modes.

vant in such applications.

For the two examples presented, the data are highly skewed;

A second general question is whether the retransformed

therefore, there is probably very little interest in the left

estimates are sensitive to the transformation taken. The

tail, so the spurious modes in the left tail might not be a

transform-retransform scheme is an artificial device that

serious concern. For moderately skewed data, however, we

might not have an intrinsic physical meaning. If the re-

might be interested in both tails. The poor behavior of con-

transformed estimates are very sensitive to minor pertur-

vex transformations in the left tail would then be a problem.

bations in the transformation, the validity of the retrans-

I suspect that adaptive kernel estimate is the only viable

formed estimate is questionable. For the prediction problem,

tool for dealing with those applications. (The kurtosis-re-

the retransformed estimate is usually quite insensitive to the

ducing transformations mentioned in the last section can
only be applied to symmetric data and do not help here.)

* Naihua Duan is Senior Statistician, Economics and Statistics Department, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, CA 90406. This research

A more general question about density estimation is what

was supported in part by a cooperative agreement between RAND Cor-

poration, Societal Institute of the Mathematical Sciences, and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency, and in part by RAND corporate
funds.
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we should present. My experience has been that the logo-

logograms: Abramson (1982) noted that the logogram sta-

gram (take the logarithmic transformation of the estimated

bilizes the variability for adaptive kernel estimates.

density) is far more informative than the estimated density.
The logarithm of the density function usually assumes a

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

simple functional form. For example, the logarithm of the
normal density function is parabolic. It is much easier to
examine a logogram to see whether it looks like a parabola

Duan, N. (1983), "Smearing Estimate: A Nonparametric Retransformation Method," Journal of the American Statistical Association, 78, 605610.

than to examine an estimated density function to see whether

it looks like a certain bell-shaped curve. I suspect that adaptive kernel estimates would be more successful than the retransformed density estimates in terms of producing good

(1986), "Scale Sensitivity for Predictions in Box-Cox Transformation Model," unpublished manuscript.

Taylor, Jeremy M. G. (1986), "The Retransformed Mean After a Fitted
Power Transformation," Journal of the American Statistical Association, 81, 114-118.

Comment
HANS-GEORG MULLER and HONG ZHOU*

Wand, Marron, and Ruppert focus on a practically very

tail, will be the "correct" family only in certain situations.

important question: How can one obtain a nonparametric

The choice of a transformation family is rendered more dif-

density estimate in case the density requires vastly different

ficult by the numerical complexities involved in actually

amounts of smoothing at different locations? They give

obtaining the transformation.

convincing examples where a globally satisfying density es-

An alternative procedure to achieve the same goal would

timate cannot be obtained with a classical kernel density

be local bandwidth choice, as mentioned by the authors.

estimator. The authors propose an elegant solution: Trans-

Larger bandwidths would be chosen in relatively flat and

form the data in such a way that a classical kernel estimate

smooth parts of the density, and smaller bandwidths would

with global window width or bandwidth choice provides a

be chosen near parts of the density with high curvature. We

good fit for the transformed data, and then transform back

describe here one such alternative procedure in more detail

to obtain the final estimate.

and compare it with the transformation approach.

An advantage of this approach is that it is inherently
"global." Once a reasonable family of transformations has

Consider the class of variable bandwidth kernel density
estimators

been found, only a few transformation parameters and one

global bandwidth need to be estimated to achieve "local"

ft(x) = nsi(x) Ei S2(X) K I (1X)2(Xi))

smoothing characteristics. It is demonstrated by the authors

that the transformation method works well in specific finitesample cases, in particular, for the income data example.
The simulation results for the lognormal density show that
the MISE can be substantially reduced. The lognormal is a
case in which the method using the power transform can

be expected to perform particularly well.

as discussed by the authors. In contrast to Abramson (1982),
Silverman (1986), or Hall and Marron (1988), we set s2(x)

= 1 and let sl(x) vary in such a way as to minimize an
estimate of the local mean squared error (MSE) at x. Fix
x, and let

A 1 ~~n

One problem for the unsophisticated user is the inherent

f(x, h) - E Kh(xX-).

complexity of the method. The algorithm for finding the

right transformation within a family of transformations is

n i=1

Define

complicated, and binning seems to be required for com-

bias(x, b, h) = f K(y)f(x - by, h) dy - f(x, h),

putational reasons, according to the authors. Is there a noticeable effect of the bin size on the quality of the final
density estimate? Another problem might be how to find

the right family of transformations, given the data. The

shifted power transform family, which is discussed in de-

var(x, b, h) = - K2(y)f(x - by, h) dy,
nb

and

MSE(x, b, h) = bias (x, b, h) + var(x, b, h).

* Hans-Georg Muller is Professor and Hong Zhou is a Graduate Student, both in the Division of Statistics, University of California, Davis,
CA 95616. This research was supported by Air Force Grant AFOSR-890386.
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Muller

and

Zhou:

The estimator for the local bandwidth b(x, h) at x is then

b(x, h) = argmin MSE(x, b, h),
b

and the corresponding density estimator is fx* above with
S2(X) = 1, s1(x) = b(x, h), h 1. This local bandwidth
"resmoothing" estimator depends on a pilot bandwidth h

and was proposed in Miller and Wang (1990). The method
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confidence statements. The extension to the multivariate case
is straightforward. Similar proposals for nonparametric
article this approach was called a direct pilot estimation
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an approach were presented in Staniswalis (1989). For a
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method and the same idea was also proposed for global
bandwidth choice. Further results and discussions for such
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0.009 .......................................................0

also provides estimates for MSE's that are useful for local

regression have been considered in Muller (1985). In that

Comment

Figure 1. Locally Adaptive Resmoothing Kemel Estimators for the
Suicide Data, Without (solid line) and With (dashed line) Boundary

related approach that is employed for global bandwidth choice

Kemels. Pilot bandwidth, h = 50; x-coordinate, length of treatment in

in density estimation compare Hall, Marron and Park (1989).

days.

It was shown in Muller and Wang that, for a large range
of pilot bandwidths h,

mator in figure 5.3 in the range [0, 180]; after 180 it shows
a more pronounced dip and "shoulder." It differs in terms

b(x, h)/b*(x) 4 1,
where b*(x) is the MSE-optimal local bandwidth, and that

any estimator that employs bandwidths with this property
is adaptive, in the sense that it achieves the minimal asymp-

totic MSE at x. Therefore, an adaptive estimator achieves
the same MSE at x as an estimator that employs MSE-optimal local bandwidths. Related results for locally adaptive

density estimation can be found in Stute (1985).
One can ask whether the transformation approach is
adaptive. An application of the mean value theorem, as
suggested by the authors, shows that the actual local band-

of peak height and dip/shoulder from the authors' Figure
5. Our analysis would support the existence of a shoulder,
but not of a second mode.

The estimator corresponding to the solid line does not
take into account boundary effects that will occur near the

left endpoint 0. As the authors point out, however, such
unadjusted estimators "spread some mass to the left of 0"
(p. 350). To prevent this, we reran the analysis, employing

boundary kernels that ensure that no mass leaks to the left.
The modified kernel estimator (near the left endpoint) is
then

width used with the transformation approach is

1n

f(x, h) KX,h(X-X),

b(x) = h/g'(x) + 0(h2)

ni=

where

if a kernel with compact support is employed and gk is
KX,h(y) = - (K(1, y/h)l1x1h} + K(x/h, y/h)l1o0x<h}),
"smooth." Setting h = con-", with the optimal rate y, adaph

tivity would thus require that

and we choose

(b*(x)ny) co ___ (xK2 _

gk(x) gA(x) K(2l( ()/X)2

if a kernel of the order 2 is used. But for an arbitrary den-

K(q, v) = 6(1 + v) (q - v)
(1 + q)3

sityf this would be possible only if the transformation gk(x)

itself would depend on f(X)/f(2)(X)2, that is, if nonpara-

x {1 + 3 (1 ) + (I + q) {- q}

metrically estimated transformations would be used; for

(q, v) E [0, 1] X [-1, 1],

parametric transformations, adaptivity is not achievable for
general densities.

which provides a natural boundary continuation of the Epa-

The transformation approach in its present form seems

nechnikov kernel, keeping the moments and smoothness

to be somewhat less flexible than the local bandwidth re-

conditions (but not the nonnegativity) intact. Here, q = 1

smoothing approach. The latter minimizes asymptotic MISE

corresponds to estimating in the interior, q = 0 to esti-

as obtained by integrating minimum local asymptotic MSE's

mating at the endpoint 0, and 0 < q < 1 to estimating in

and therefore will attain smaller asymptotic MISE's than

the boundary interval, where modified boundary kernels K(q,

the transformation method. The numerical aspects of the

v) are used in the boundary interval [0, h).

resmoothing approach can be quite tedious, but the com-

puting time is not prohibitive, even without binning.

Applying again the resmoothing method with this modified kernel estimator leads to the dashed line in our Figure

We applied the resmoothing method to the suicide data

1, which does not show a mode at all! This finding is al-

discussed in Section 6.3. The solid line in our F;igure 1

ready implicit in Silverman's (1986) figure 2.2, based on

represents this estimate using a pilot bandwidth h =50 days.

the comparison of two histogram estimators with different

Our estimate is close to Silverman's (1986) variable esti-

choices of the origin. One can hardly be sure here whether
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without (solid curves) and with (dotted curves) boundary
kernels for both cases. Our Figure 2 shows the estimates
for the exponential case with h = .5; our Figure 3 shows
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0.6

.

..

.

the estimates for the lognormal case with h = .75. From
Figure 2 it becomes clear that one can find spurious modes
near endpoints that are entirely due to boundary effects;
from Figure 3 it is clear that it is possible to miss actually

existing modes due to boundary corrections. Using somewhat smaller bandwidths, we do find a mode for the ad0.2

0-

0

I

I

0.5

.....

......

.

.

justed kernel estimator in the lognormal case, but we still
find a mode for the unadjusted estimator in the exponential
case. Such an artificial mode will be found for all reason-

1
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5

Figure 2. Global Bandwidth Kernel Estimators Without (solid line)
and With (dashed line) Boundary Kemels, for a Random Sample From

able bandwidth choices, since E(f(O, h)) -* f(O)/2 for unadjusted estimators.
These findings indicate how critical the right bandwidth

choice in connection with boundary corrections is when es-

an Exponential Distribution. Bandwidth, h = .5.

timating near endpoints. Without boundary corrections,
distortions of estimated curves near endpoints are unavoida mode near 0 exists for the underlying distribution or whether
able; a combination of boundary corrections and a good
the underlying distribution is rather of an exponential type,
bandwidth choice can reduce them.
with some added variations.
Our conclusion is that boundary effects have to be taken
Consider, for instance, typical samples (n = 200) from
seriously and that caution is required whenever inferences

an exponential exp(l) and a lognormal distribution (, = 0,

cr = 1). We obtained global bandwidth kernel estimates

are made about structures near an endpoint. Density estimation is primarily an exploratory tool and does not lend
itself easily to inference. It seems that this is particularly

the case when estimating densities near endpoints, which

0.7-

0.6 -` .s.........................................................
0.5- .......%.....................................................

proves to be a difficult problem. It will be interesting to

see what approaches to these problems the transformation
method will provide in future developments.
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Figure 3. Global Bandwidth Kemel Estimators Without (solid line)
and With (dashed line) Boundary Kemels, for a Random Sample From
a Lognormal Distribution. Bandwidth, h = .75.

cisions Supplement, 2, 193-206.
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Comment
DAVID W. SCOTT*

I congratulate the authors for a significant improvement

Clearly, the transformation technique does not address all

to the informal use of data transformation in density esti-

densities equally well. For example, in the economic data

mation. I have noted the practical importance of using

shown in Figure lb, the h(X) function is monotone increas-

transformations from Tukey's ladder on marginal variables

ing with larger incomes. If the variances of the two peaks

when doing multivariate density estimation (Scott and

had been reversed, the technique would not perform as well.

Thompson 1983). Those transformations are focused on re-

(The two little bumps near 0 in Fig. lb represent the kernels

ducing skewness and are not as general as in the present

of two individuals. Such little features have almost no im-

article.

pact on MISE.) But this is a practical tool pointing toward

The connection of the transformation technique with other

the ultimate goal of a workable fully adaptive procedure.

adaptive algorithms deserves further comment. George Ter-

Finally, I would like to correct an apparently commonly

rell and I (1990) have recently concluded a theoretical in-

held misconception in Section 7 about the direct applica-

vestigation of the asymptotic global properties of adaptive

bility of the averaged shifted histogram (ASH) to the adap-

density estimators. When using the nearest-neighbor type

tive estimator (2). In the usual ASH (Scott 1985), the data

of adaptive estimator,

are prebinned into t narrow bins of width 8 and then the

A 1 n txi
f(x) = nx E K (1)
nhl(x) X

we found that the AMISE of the optimally adaptive esti-

smoothing parameter is chosen to be an integer multiple of

8: h = m8. Here m is the (nonadaptive) number of shifted
histograms to be averaged. It is in fact straightforward to

generalize the ASH in two directions: noninteger m and

mator was 91.5% relative to the fixed bandwidth estimator

adaptive m. Let c1, . . ., ce be the bin counts and let h1, . . ..

for Gaussian data. The figures are 76.7% and 34.7% for

he be a set of adaptive smoothing parameters to be applied

Cauchy and standard lognormal data. The ratio of 17.1%

to the data in each bin. Then Mk = hk/8 is not necessarily
an integer. Let ihk be the integer part of Mk. The adaptive

in Table 2 for the authors' lognormal experiment shows that

the practical difficulties are even greater for small samples

ASH, {fk, k = 1, t} (initially 0), is computed at the bin

than suggested by asymptotic theory. The adaptive esti-

centers by the following:

mator (1), however, does not integrate to 1 and requires the

dok= 1,{

specification of the entire h(x) smoothing function.

if Ck = 0 then next k

A closely related and more practical form of an adaptive

Sk i =k K(i/mk)

estimator was suggested by Breiman et al. (1977):

do i = max(l, k - ink,), min(i , k + i,k) {

A 1 n 1 lx-Xi(

f fi + K(k -i/m)/(n8s,)}}.

f(x) = - E-K t-K (2)
n i= h(X1) K h(Xi))

This estimator does integrate to 1 and only requires specification of n smoothing parameters. The beauty of the proposals by Abramson (1982) and the current authors is that

h(X) can be parameterized by only 2 or 3 parameters, a

For simple kernels, Sk can be computed in closed form. I
have experimented with this estimator on even lognormal

data with n = 20,000 and t = 1,200 on (-2, 10) and it is
fast (S code available by e-mail: scottdw@rice.edu).

much more manageable number.

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES

In tact, the authors' methodology has an important advantage over the Abramson proposal. In the Gaussian set-

ting, Terrell and Scott (1990) showed that the MISE is ac-

tually larger for the Abramson estimator compared with a
fixed bandwidth estimator for samples ranging between

25,000 and some (unknown) larger sample size (this is not
obvious). The transformation technique, on the other hand,
should always majorize the fixed bandwidth estimator, since

Scott, D. W. (1985), "Averaged Shifted Histograms: Effective Nonparametric Density Estimators in Several Dimensions," The Annals of
Statistics, 13, 1024-1040.
Scott, D. W., and Thompson, J. R. (1983), "Probability Density Estimation in Higher Dimensions," in Proceedings of the 15th Symposium
on the Interface of Computer Science and Statistics, ed. J. E. Gentle,
Amsterdam: North-Holland.
Terrell, G. R., and Scott, D. W. (1990), "Variable Kernel Density Estimation," Technical Report 90-007, Rice University, Dept. of Statis-

the identity transformation is available by construction.

tics.

3 1991 American Statistical Association
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* David W. Scott is Professor, Department of Statistics, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251. This research was supported in part by Office
of Naval Research Grant N00014-90-J-1 176.
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Rejoinder
M. P. WAND, J. S. MARRON, and D. RUPPERT

absolute kurtosis (where kurtosis is the standardized fourth

We are grateful to the discussants for their interesting

comments and suggestions. It is our belief that several very

moment minus 3), or the sum of these two measures of

important issues in practical density estimation have been

deviation from normality. Working with the transform-both-

sides model of Carroll and Ruppert (1984, 1988), Naka-

addressed in this discussion.

The idea of transforming to the uniform distribution is

mura and Ruppert (1990) showed how to estimate both pa-

intriguing. Rudemo has suggested transforming by a para-

rameters of the shifted power transfornation family. They

metrically estimated cdf. This strategy replaces the question

studied both the extension of Berry's estimator to two pa-

rameters and an estimator based on a general test for sym'What family of transformations is appropriate for my data?"
by the question "What parametric model is appropriate?"

metry applied to the residuals. The work of Nakamura and

Statisticians may feel more comfortable with addressing the

Ruppert uses the reparameterization developed in the pres-

second question. Rudemo further suggests estimating the

ent article and should clarify what we were recommending

parameters by maximum likelihood. This would be easier

in our final paragraph.

Duan raises concerns about the sensitivity of transformthan our method of minimizing an estimate of MISEy, but
raises questions of robustness since the parametric family

retransform methods to minor perturbations of the trans-

is considered to be only a rough approximation to the actual

formations. Working with essentially the same prediction

density of the data. Another potential drawback is that max-

model as Duan (1983) and Taylor (1986), Carroll and Rup-

imum likelihood is strongly connected to Kullback-Leibler

pert (1988, in press) studied interval prediction of a new

distance, which has been shown by Hall (1987) to have

response, not just its mean. They found that the prediction

unattractive properties for curve estimation, because it is

intervals were quite sensitive to minor changes in the trans-

too sensitive to tail behavior. Since the ultimate goal is to

formation parameters. This seems to be an accurate reflec-

get a good nonparametric density estimate, we feel more

tion of uncertainty about the variance and skewness of the

comfortable minimizing an estimate of MISE rather than

new response, rather than a problem with the validity of

maximizing a likelihood.

the method.

Recent work of Ruppert and Cline (1990) takes a slightly

We experimented extensively with the transformation pa-

different approach-transformation by a nonparametrically

rameters used on the income and suicide data. Our impres-

estimated cdf. Their transformation is a smooth kernel es-

sion is that the density estimates are rather insensitive to

timate of the cdf. The smoothness is essential. Ruppert and

minor parameter transformations when the d, and d3 param-

Cline showed that the effect of transformation is to reduce

eterization is used.

the order of the bias. The result is that one can use a larger

The ripples at the left in Figures lb and 4b can be elim-

bandwidth and, therefore, that rates of convergence equal

inated by increasing the shift parameter. This would change

to those of higher-order kernels are achievable, but with an

the extreme left of Figure lb to look like that of Figure la

estimate guaranteed to be nonnegative. At the time the cur-

with h = .033, but otherwise Figure lb would be essen-

rent article was written, we saw transformation as a means

tially unchanged. We agree with Scott that our minimum-

of varying the amount of smoothing across the range of X.

MISE method of bandwidth selection does not appear to

However, transformation does more. It also changes the

"feel" these ripples since they represent such a small frac-

amount of bias for a given effective bandwidth. This is most

tion of the data. MISE may feel how rapidly the estimate

pronounced for transformations to the uniform distribution

rises from near 0 to the first peak, since the rise is slightly

but occurs for any nonlinear transformation. Since our

steeper in Figure lb than in Figure la, with h = .033. Es-

method for choosing the bandwidth and the transformation

timated MISE is not a sacred cow, and in this situation we

parameters minimizes an estimate of MISE, it has the effect

would be comfortable modifying the transformation to

of both minimizing bias over the family of transformations

eliminate the ripples.

We disagree with Duan's suspicion that the "adaptive

and optimizing the bias-variance trade-off inherent in the

kernel estimate is the only viable tool" (p. 355) for dealing

choice of bandwidth.

The problems with estimating a shift parameter by max-

with moderately skewed data. The purpose behind intro-

imum likelihood are very nicely discussed by Atkinson

ducing the shift parameter into the power transformation

(1985). The grouped likelihood approach of Atkinson, Per-

family, as well as changing to the d1 and d3 parameteri-

icchi, and Smith (in press) seems very clever and promis-

zation, was to handle all types of skewness, in particular,

ing.

differing amounts on the left and right sides.
It is our feeling that the transformation kernel estimator

Certain alternatives to maximum likelihood do not have

the difficulties that Atkinson discusses. For example, in the

context of analysis of variance, Berry (1987) estimated the

? 1991 American Statistical Association
Journal of the American Statistical Association

shift of the shifted log transformation by minimizing either

the absolute value of the skewness of the residuals, or their
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has the potential to effectively estimate any feature that can

are currently working on a method, which eliminates this

be handled with an adaptive kernel estimator-especially

extra bias and is always nonnegative, by a transformation

with the current development of a wide variety of para-

such that fy = 0 at the boundary.
Rudemo's idea of applying the transformation technique
to the histogram is very appealing, particularly the point

metric as well as nonparametric approaches to the transformation. When we wrote the current article, we thought

that the adaptive kernel estimator could not be computed

about the bin widths relecting the effect of the transfor-

quickly using binning methodology. We are very grateful

mation. It should be noted that direct application of this

to Scott for demonstrating that this is not the case, and we

idea will, in general, yield an estimate that is not a step

believe that his algorithm makes a very important contri-

function. It seems straightforward, however, to replace this

bution to the field. Scott's comments on the spurious be-

estimate by an approximant that is a step function. Fur-

havior of an adaptive kernel estimator for certain sample

thermore, automatic "plug-in" implementation of this es-

sizes appear to be cause for concern, however.

timator would require estimation of f(fY)2. Scott and Ter-

Muller and Zhou demonstrate that the local bandwidth

density estimates are more flexible than globally smoothed

rell (1987) provided some useful methodology for
accomplishing this.

estimates. Although this is certainly true, we note that a

Last, we agree with Duan that logograms are a useful

trade-off needs to be made between flexibility and com-

tool for checking normality. For data analysis in general,

plexity (similar to the parametric versus nonparametric is-

however, we prefer density estimates, because they most

sue). These discussants express concerns that our automatic

effectively show the distribution of probability mass. A lo-

selection algorithm is complex, with which we do have some

gogram of the income data, for example, would not seem

concurrence. However, we also question the complexity and,

as informative as the density estimate in Figure lb.

especially, the computational burden of computing automatically generated local bandwidth estimators for large
samples.

Transformation/kernel estimators and variable bandwidth estimators are both undergoing vigorous development. We expect them to remain close competitors. We

wonder if there might be some advantage to combining them.

Muller and Zhou's examples nicely make the point that
estimation near the boundaries is difficult. We agree that
there are clear limitations as to how much information is

available in the data. Although boundary kernels with neg-

ative weights are useful, we have observed density estimates taking on negative values, when using the simpler

boundary kernels of Rice (1984). This can be avoided with

a "mirror image" or "boundary folded" type of adjustment,
but there is a heavy price in terms of increased bias. We
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